THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
SCHOOL OF LAW COMMENCEMENT
MAY 19, 2001

"Georgia on my Mind" (H. Carmichael, arr. A. Ligotti)

Processional

"Pomp and Circumstance" (E. Elgar)

Welcome

Paul M. Kurtz
Associate Dean and J. Alton Hosch Professor of Law

Joshua Michael Moore
President, Class of 2001

Remarks

James P. Smith ('81)
President, Law School Alumni Association

Introduction of Faculty and Presentation of Awards

Paul M. Kurtz

Introduction of Speaker

Michael Paul Kohler
Vice-President, Class of 2001

Address

The Honorable Phyllis A. Kravitch
Eleventh Judicial Circuit, United States Court of Appeals

Remarks

Paul M. Kurtz

Presentation of Master of Laws Candidates

Gabriel M. Wilner
Kirbo Professor of International Law and Associate Dean and Director of International & Graduate Legal Studies

Conferring of Degrees

Karen A. Holbrook
Senior Vice President and Provost, University of Georgia

Presentation of Juris Doctor Candidates

Dan T. Coenen
Hosch Professor of Law
R. Perry Sentell, Jr.
Carter Professor of Law

Honorary Marshal
Honorary Marshal

Recessional

"Liberty Bell" (J. Sousa)
MASTER OF LAWS

2000-2001 Academic Year

Andrei A. Shutov
Marie-Beatrizi Tupy
Anat Urman
Manfred Weitz
Guangheng Zang

JURIS DOCTOR

Spring Semester Candidates
May 19, 2001

Elizabeth Cade Abney
Brian Michael Albrecht
Anne Carson Alias
Georgiene Alsdorf
Robert Lynn LaPointe Anderson
Cindy Andtist
Kelly Ruth Asegil
Jennifer Lynn Aufer
Jamie Lynn Baker-Roskie
Mark A. Bandy
Raymond Prais Barron
Shane Edward Bartlett
Katherine Elizabeth Basky
Ansel Franklin Beacham, III
Heather Victoria Belin
Ansley McGregor Bell
Charles Jones Bethel
Nancy Anne Beyer
Valerie Denise Billingsley
James Robert Blinzinger
Brandon Lowell Bowen
Damion Mikal Breitenbach
Michael Nelson Brooks
Samuel Cain Burch
Jennifer Carin Burford
Carolyn Tippins Cain
Jodi Le Cameron
James Eric Carlson
James Arthur Carmichael
Gregory David Carter, Jr.
Caroline Catalano Smith
Annoushka J.G. Chaillert
Jay Rodney Chanley
John Clayton Cheshire
Lujana Carmita Childs
Write Cole Clayton
Madeline Clarice Colbert
David Quinton Cross
Rebecca Lin Crumrine
Jennifer Rives Culler
William Michael D'Antignac, Jr.
Frank Russell Denton, III
Jeffrey Earl Dorch
Jeffrey Keith Douglass
Martin Hizlehurat Dozier
Douglas Campbell Dumont

Barrow Blount Duncan, III
Jonathan Victor Dunn
Tyler Clark Dunn
John Alan Eggers
Valerie Ellis
Caleigh Harris Evans
Constance Melissa Ewing
Sean Carroll Fahey
Amity Hough Farrar
Gregory Robert Fegle
Amy Elizabeth Foul
Michael Gerard Geoffroy
Matthew Robert Goode
Dana Grantham Lennox
Mauri DeWaun Gray
Ernest Wade Green, Jr.
Jonathan Evan Green
Christopher Kenneth Greene
Mace Eugene Gunter
Thomas Marshall Hall
Christopher Manning Hanes
Nancy Michele Harris
Sally Sanders Hatcher
Cassandra Stacey Haury
Steven Duncaen Henry
Laura Eason Hill
Milton Dannelly Hobbs, Jr.
William David Holley
Anthony Louis Huber
Joshua David Huckaby
Jennifer Ann Huggins
Chad Allan Hunt
April Delores Jeffries
Monisha Jeneen Jenkins
Anita Catherine Johnson
Tracy Johnson
Karen Bernadette Jones
Kristin Holloway Jones
Kwende Burrill Jones
Lisa Sharon Karp
Deidre Kenelly
David Shorter Kennedy, Jr.
Salina Marie Kennedy
Lynda Wowack Kenney
Fukiha Khan
Stephen Voils Kinney

Janna Suzanne Knight
Michael Paul Kohler
Kari H. Koster
Leslie Ilene Kulbersh
Amy Clare Kurzweg
Jason Carswell Lane
Victor Kevin Lang
Uyen Khue Le
Robert Douglas Lenhardt
Scott McKown Lenhart
Rene Yvone Little
Carrie Ann Long
Alexander Scot Lurry
Julie Elisabeth Mabon
Melissa Parker Malcolm
Christopher James McCranie
Thomas Lucien McDaniel, Jr.
Natalie Hope McFarland
Christopher Lee Mezzell
Rajesh Mehta
Sean Richard Mikula
Kelly Elizabeth Miller
Clay Colvin Mingus
Sammie Mark Mitchell
Eleanor Ann Mixon
Sunjay Y. Mohan
Matthew Thomas Molf
Joshua Michael Moore
Francis John Moran, III
Robyn Barri Morgan
Charles Jason Moulton
Lisa-Kathy Lunsford Muller
Carolyn Clare Nalitz
Michael Boyd Nation
Douglas Tom Neumeister
Lisa Ann Nickerson
Jennifer Lawson Niles
Spalding McArthur Nix
Laurie Elizabeth Partain
Shilpa Ishver Patel
Benjamin Alston Pearlman
Laura Elizabeth Peel
Nicholas Andrew Primm
Matthew James Pulliam
Elisabeth Cox Quinn
Jeanne Marie Rakowitz-Joyner

Michael Raymond Rethigger
Billie Jo Richards
Shawn Timothy Richardson
Brian Matthew Rickman
Robert Edwin Ridgway, III
James Leon Roberts, IV
Michele L. A. Rollins
Paul L. Rosenthal
Kaymi Y. Ross
Jason Ross Samuels
Damon L. Sanders
Steven David Schroeder
Hesham Mohamed Shama
Ashoo Sharma
Jennifer Leigh Sherman
Peter Riley Simmons
Michael Edward Siwek
Charles Schroeder Smith
Misty Belle Soles
Barbara Alison Soyeebe
Teresa Renee Stephens
James William Stevens, II
Sebastian C. Suma
Lara Aedline Taylor
Lisa M. Taylor
Chandler Poole Thompson
George Gardiner Thompson, V
Paul Hughes Theilke
Victor Paul Valmus
Stacey Eileen Valrie
Traci J. Voelke
Nathalie Nissa Cora von Taaffe
Bill C. Wainwright, III
Susan Hammond Wallis
Jason Christopher Waymire
James Michael Weathersby
Vanessa Elizabeth Weeks
Kevin Paul Weimer
Peter Werdesheim
Anne Allen Westbrook
Charles William Whitney, Jr.
Temika Juanna Williams
Jana Anne Willingham
James Thomas Wilson
**FALL SEMESTER 2000 GRADUATES**

December 11, 2000

Jonathan David Loegel
Russell Spivey Thomas

**SUMMER 2000 GRADUATE**

July 15, 2000

Gary V. Stiner, Jr.

**ORDER OF PROCESSIONAL AND RECESSIONAL**

Athens-Clarke County Sheriff Ira Edwards, Jr.
School of Law Marshal Marc Galvin
Class of 2001 President Joshua Moore
University of Georgia Provost Karen Holbrook
School of Law Associate Dean Paul Kurtz
Law School Association Council President Jim Smith
The Honorable Phyllis Kravitch
School of Law Associate Dean Gabriel Wilner
Honorary Marshal Dan Coenen
Honorary Marshal Perry Sentell, Jr.
Class of 2001 Vice President Michael Kohler
School of Law Faculty
Master of Laws Students
Juris Doctor Students

Music for Graduation Exercises:
*The Athens Brass*

Bryan Agan, trumpet; Al Ligotti, trumpeter; Barbara Hawman, french horn;
Michael Brewer, trombone, Nick Wagener, tuba

Rain location: Stegeman Coliseum, the University of Georgia